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ENGLISH

ARABIC












Pupils to review basic Arabic topics like greeting
- days of the week - Numbers Adjectives which
have been thought two years ago ....etc
Pupils to learn fromt text books ( Kitabi , Al
Arabiyah bayna yadayk - Master Arabic about
the following topics:Talk & write about myself and my family by
saying name, age ,which school I go , where I
live and with who.  انا من-  عمري- اسم
ي
Pupils to practise Arabic grammar to learn
about Nouns - 1, 2 & 3 person pronouns.  الغائب-  المخاطب- ضميالمتكلم
ر
Pupils to learn how to use attached pronouns
“my - his - her - his with nouns to indicate possession.
Pupils to learn the rules of making the nationalities.

ART

This is half term we will focus on Henri Rousseau
and his work on forests which has pupils using
Henri Rousseau's & 'Surprise - Tiger in a Tropical
Storm' as a stimulus for them to then create their
own version of the painting as a 3D picture.

Science:

The children will be looking at a book relating to
the rainforest topic called ‘The Explorers’ by Katherine Rundell. The children will learn about the
feature of an information text, and will create
their own leaflets. Then they will work towards
writing a journal entry. The children will then create a radio broadcast. Finally they will be writing a
persuasive letter to the Brazilian Ambassador
about destroying the Amazon Rainforest.

QURAN
Memorisation: Start surah al-Infitar
Revision: all surahs from al-Mutaffifeen to anNaas
Recitation: Read from Quran based on individual reading levels based on initial and continued assessment.

SCIENCE & HUMANITIES

This ‘Living Things and Their Habitats’ unit will teach your class about the process of reproduction and
the life cycles of plants, mammals, amphibians, insects and birds. The children will explore reproduction
in different plants, including different methods of pollination. They will recap their work in Year 3 by playing a game to name the parts of a flower. The children will have the opportunity to take cuttings from
plants, creating clones of the parent plant. They will learn about different types of mammals and their
different life cycles, making life cycle wheels to present their learning. Furthermore, the children will find
out about Jane Goodall and her work with the now-endangered chimpanzees in Africa. They will explore
metamorphosis in insects and amphibians, comparing their life cycles. Finally, the children will explore
the life cycles of birds, and will write and star in their own wildlife documentary comparing the life cycles
of different living things.
Humanities:
Children take a closer look at the mysteries of tropical rainforests. From the layers of the forest and its
animal inhabitants, to the unique climate found in the tropics. They compare a British forest with the
Amazon rainforest, and begin to explore some of the conservation issues surrounding the destruction of
rainforest habitats.
By the end of the unit, children should be able to name where rainforests are found and types of locations they are found in e.g. their climate, along the Equator etc. They will be able to name the layers of
the rainforest and compare the similarities and differences between rainforests in tropical climates and
in some colder climates. They will also look at the environmental impacts of human activity on rainforests
and explore the effects of deforestation.

COMPUTING
Google sites - Pupils will create their own Google
website. Pupils will learn how to use various commands and features in order to bring to live their
website.

URDU
CLOTHES...KAPRAY/LIBAS...different types of
clothes, winter/summer clothes, favourite clothes,
Eid clothes.

MATHEMATICS
In Year 5 Multiplication and Division, children build
upon and extend their use of the formal written
methods, multiplying four-digit numbers by twodigit numbers and dividing numbers up to fourdigits by one-digit numbers. They express remainders as whole numbers, fractions and decimals and
choose from these in order to answer questions
appropriately when solving problems. The children
use their multiplication tables facts to help them to
solve larger calculations and understand the terms
factor, multiple and prime, square and cube numbers. Children use the equals sign to indicate equivalence and multiply and divide by 10, 100 and 1000
with increasing confidence, including calculations
which involve decimals.

Making simple statements about clothes/favourite
clothes.
Read translate and write words and sentences related to the topic.
Simple aspects of grammar and how to apply
them.
Punctuation.

ISLAMIC STUDIES
1- Respect for the Masjid and Looking After it
2- Caring About Personal Appearance & Dress
3- Conditions of Islamic Dress
4- Pride & Envy – The Story of Qabil & Habil
5-Prophet Isa (Pious Mother and Miraculous Birth)
6-Prophet Isa (A Prophet of Allah)
7- Review

PSHE
This unit entitled Together Everyone Achieves
More focuses on the positive qualities of a team,
learning how to disagree respectfully and communicate effectively. It looks at the key qualities
and skills needed for a team to be successful. The
lessons address collaborative learning and teach
children how to compromise to ensure a group
task is completed successfully. The unit ends by
addressing the importance of caring for team
members and the shared responsibilities a team
has.

PE
Developing Hockey skills
Develop keys skills and hockey and transferable
skills including.
Spatial awareness
Positional sense
Tactics

